
4) She in ballet for three months next week.  (train)

3) Charlie his bike by the time they report the theft.  (!nd)

2) When I turn forty, I events for 21 years.  (organize)

1) They the plan by this time tomorrow.  (!nalize)

8) Ann Dr. Tim by the time you reach the hospital tonight.  (meet)

7) By next April, he in the US for 15 years.  (live) 

6) Eliza her favorite landscape before the summer break. (sketch)

5) At 7 pm, Ava for an hour to receive the order.  (wait)

Complete each sentence with an appropriate future perfect or future perfect

progressive form of the verb given. 

Future Perfect: It is used to say that something will be !nished by a

particular time in the future.

Example: from college by 2020. I will have graduated

Future Perfect Progressive:

a point in the future.

It refers to an action that will continue up until

Example: will have been studying in this school for two years beforeRob

I join this fall. 

Future Perfect or Future Perfect Progressive?
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4) She in ballet for three months next week.  (train)will have been training

3) Charlie his bike by the time they report the theft.  (!nd)will have found

2) When I turn forty, I events for 21 years.  (organize)will have been organizing

1) They the plan by this time tomorrow.  (!nalize)will have !nalized

8) Ann Dr. Tim by the time you reach the hospital tonight.  (meet)will have met

7) By next April, he in the US for 15 years.  (live) will have been living

6) Eliza her favorite landscape before the summer break. (sketch)will have sketched

5) At 7 pm, Ava for an hour to receive the order.  (wait)will have been waiting

Complete each sentence with an appropriate future perfect or future perfect

progressive form of the verb given. 

Future Perfect: It is used to say that something will be !nished by a

particular time in the future.

Example: from college by 2020. I will have graduated

Future Perfect Progressive:

a point in the future.

It refers to an action that will continue up until

Example: will have been studying in this school for two years beforeRob

I join this fall. 

Answer Key

Future Perfect or Future Perfect Progressive?
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